Mexican-born Lozano-Hemmer is an electronic artist who develops interactive installations at the intersection between architecture and performance art. His main interest is in creating platforms for public participation by inverting advanced technologies such as robotics, computerized surveillance or telematic networks, in a poetic and critical way. Between analogue and digital, his hardware-heavy installations usually consist of simple, individually controlled elements repeated in large arrays and coupled with artificially intelligent software to create complex emerging behaviours that mimic organic systems, both within the pieces themselves and in the reactions of the audience.

Synaptic Caguamas is an array of 50 Caguama-style beer bottles, disposed on a large Mexican cantina table. Thanks to the 50 networked stepper motors concealed underneath the table top, the bottles can spin on themselves, displaying patterns generated by a cellular automata algorithm. This is a kind of software that simulates the behaviours of neuronal connections in the brain and approaches coding as the repetition and interaction of small pieces of interrelated code, each linked to a particular bottle, rather than a fixed, global algorithm controlling all the bottles together. Every few minutes the bottles are reset and seeded with new initial conditions for the algorithm so that new, ever-changing movement patterns can emerge. The bottles thus create a magical and fascinating spectacle, materializing, as Hemmer intended, the mathematics of recollection and thought.

His latest installation to date, premiered at the 52nd Biennale in Venice in 2007, mixes the two approaches. Entitled Wavefunction, the kinetic sculpture comprises classic Eames chairs placed in a 9 x 4 array, facing the entrance to the exhibition space. When someone approaches the work, a computerized surveillance system detects their presence and the closest chairs automatically begin to lift off the ground, creating the crest of a wave that then spreads over the whole array. A system of electro-mechanical pistons softly raises each chair up to forty centimetres from the ground. The pistons are controlled by a computer that runs a mathematical model based on fluid dynamics, thus making the waves interfere with each other, generating turbulence or becoming calm, just like real water.
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